Abstract. Implementations that load XML documents and give access to them via, e.g., the DOM, suffer from huge memory demands: the space needed to load an XML document is usually many times larger than the size of the document. A considerable amount of memory is needed to store the tree structure of the XML document. Here a technique is presented that allows to represent the tree structure of an XML document in an efficient way. The representation exploits the high regularity in XML documents by "compressing" their tree structure; the latter means to detect and remove repetitions of tree patterns. The functionality of basic tree operations, like traversal along edges, is preserved in the compressed representation. This allows to directly execute queries (and in particular, bulk operations) without prior decompression. For certain tasks like validation against an XML type or checking equality of documents, the representation allows for provably more efficient algorithms than those running on conventional representations.
Introduction
There are many scenarios in which trees are processed by computer programs. Often it is useful to keep a representation of the tree in main memory in order to retain fast access. If the trees to be stored are very large, then it is important to use a memory efficient representation. A recent, most prominent example of large trees are XML documents which are sequential representations of ordered (unranked) trees, and an example application which requires to materialize (part of) the document in main memory is the evaluation of XML queries. The latter is typically done using one of the existing XML data models, e.g., the DOM. Benchmarks show that a DOM representation in main memory is 4-5 times larger than the original XML file. This can be understood as follows: a node of the form <a/> needs 4 bytes in XML; but as a tree node it needs at least 16 bytes: a name pointer, plus three node pointers to the parent, the first child, and the next sibling (see, e.g., Chapter 8 of [20] ). There are some improvements leading to more compact representations, e.g., Galax [9] uses only 3-4 times more main memory than the size of the file. Another, more memory efficient data model for XML is that of a binary tree. As shown in [21] , the known XML query languages can be readily evaluated on the binary tree model.
In this paper, we concentrate on the problem of representing binary trees in a space efficient way, so that the functionality of the basic tree operations (such as the traversal along edges) are preserved. Instead of compression, this is often called "data optimization" [14] . Our technique is a generalization of the well-known sharing of common subtrees. The latter means to determine during a bottom-up phase, using a hash table, whether the current subtree has occurred already, and if so to represent it by a pointer to its previous occurrence. In this way the minimal unique DAG (directed acyclic graph) of the tree is obtained in amortized linear time. For common XML documents the minimal DAG is about 1/10 of the size of the original tree [3] . Our representation is based on sharing of common subgraphs of a tree. The resulting sizes are 1/2-1/3 of the size of the minimal DAG. To our knowledge, this is the most efficient pointer-based tree representation that is currently available. At the same time, the complexity of querying, e.g. using XQuery, stays the same as for DAGs [18] . We therefore believe that our representation is better suited for in-memory storage of XML documents, than DAG-based representations.
Of course, an XML document consists of more things than just tree nodes: a node may have attributes, and a leaf may have character data. Both type of values we keep in string buffers. When traversing the XML tree, we keep information on how many nodes before (in document order) the current one (i) have attributes and (ii) how many have character data. These numbers determine for a node the correct indices into the attribute and data value buffers, respectively. With this in mind, it is straightforward to implement a DOM proxy for our representations. Note that attribute and character values can be stored more space efficiently using standard techniques [1] . The XML file compression tool XMill [17] separates data values into containers and compresses them individually using standard methods. The result is stored together with the tree structure. It is likely that compressing the tree structure by the technique presented here will further improve XMill's compression ratios. We now describe our representation in more detail. Consider the tree c(c(a, a), c(a, a)), or, in XML <c><c><a/><a/></c><c><a/><a/></c></c>. It consists of seven nodes and six edges. The minimal DAG for this tree has three nodes u, v, w and four edges ('first-child' and 'second-child' edges from u to v and from v to w). The minimal DAG can also be seen as the minimal regular tree grammar that generates the tree [19] : the shared nodes correspond to nonterminals of the grammar. For example, the above DAG is generated by the regular tree grammar with productions S → c(V, V ), V → c(W, W ), and W → a. A generalization of sharing of subtrees is the sharing of arbitrary patterns, i.e., connected subgraphs of a tree. In a graph model it leads to the well-known notion of sharing graphs which are graphs with special "begin-sharing" and "end-sharing" edges, called fan-ins and fan-outs [15] . Since fan-in/out pairs can be nested, this structure allows to represent a tree in double-exponentially smaller size.
In contrast, a DAG is at most exponentially smaller than the tree it represents. A sharing graph can be seen as a context-free (cf) tree grammar [19] . In a cf tree grammar nonterminals can appear inside of an intermediate tree (as opposed to at the leaves in the regular case); formal parameters y 1 , y 2 , . . . are used in productions in order to indicate where to glue the subtrees of the nonterminal which is being replaced. Finding the smallest sharing graph for a given tree is equivalent to finding the smallest cf tree grammar that generates the tree. Unfortunately, the latter problem is NP-hard: already finding the smallest cf (string) grammar for a given string is NP-complete [16] . The first main result of this paper is a linear time algorithm that finds a small cf tree grammar for a given tree. On common XML documents the algorithm performs well, obtaining grammars that are 1.5-2 times smaller than the minimal DAGs. As an example, consider the tree t = c(c(a, a), d(c(a, a), c(c(a, a), d(c(a, a), c(a, a))))) which has 18 edges. The minimal DAG, written as tree grammar, can be seen on the left of Fig. 1 . It is the initial input to our algorithm "BPLEX" which tries to transform the grammar into a smaller cf tree grammar. It does so by going bottom-up through the right-hand sides of productions, looking for multiple (non-overlapping) occurrences of patterns. In our example, the tree pattern pat (consisting of two nodes labeled c and d and their left children labeled C) appears twice in the right-hand side of the first production. A pattern p in a tree can conveniently be represented by a tree t p with formal parameters y 1 , . . . , y r at leaves: simply add to t p all children of nodes of p (and the edges), and label the jth such node (in preorder) by y j . Thus, t pat = c(C, d(C, y 1 )). This tree becomes the right-hand side of a new nonterminal B and the right-hand side of the first production becomes B(B(C)). The resulting minimal cf tree grammar is shown on the right of Fig. 1 .
The BPLEX algorithm is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss the application of BPLEX to XML documents and present experimental results. In Section 6 we study two problems for our tree grammars G that are important for XML documents: (1) to validate against an XML type and (2) to test equivalence. In fact, we consider both of these problems for so called "straight-line" (for short, SL) context-free tree grammars, which are grammars that are guaranteed to generate at most one tree; the "straight-line" notion is well-known from string grammars (see, e.g., [25, 26] ). Since BPLEX generates "SLT grammars" of a more restricted form (additionally: linear in the parameters) we also consider problems (1) and (2) for this restricted case. It is shown that for an XML type T , represented by a (deterministic) bottom-up tree automaton, we can test whether or not the tree represented by G has type T in time O(a m × |G|), where m is the maximal number of parameters of the nonterminals of G and a is the size of the automaton. Running a tree automaton is similar to evaluating a query; in [3] it was shown that a 'Core XPath query' Q can be evaluated on an XML document represented by its minimal DAG D in time O(2 |Q| × |D|). Next it is proved that testing the equivalence of two SL cf tree grammars can be done in polynomial space w.r.t. the sum of sizes of the two grammars, and, if the grammars are linear ("SLT") then even in polynomial time w.r.t. their sizes.
Preliminaries
For k ∈ N, the set {1, . . . , k} is denoted by [k] . A finite set Σ together with a mapping rank : Σ → N is called a ranked alphabet. The set of all (ordered, rooted, ranked) trees over Σ is denoted by T Σ . For a set A, T Σ (A) is the set of all trees over Σ ∪ A, where all elements of A have rank 0. We fix a set of parameters Y = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . } and, for k ≥ 0, Y k = {y 1 , . . . , y k }. For a ranked tree t, V (t) denotes its set of nodes and E(t) its set of edges. Each node in V (t) can be represented by a sequence u of integers describing the path from the root of t to the desired node (Dewey notation), the node itself is denoted by t u ; for example, 1.1.1 denotes the left-most leaf of the tree t from the Introduction (labeled a). The label at node u is denoted t[u] and the subtree rooted at u is denoted t/u. For symbols a 1 , . . . , a n of rank zero and trees t 1 , . . . , t n , [a 1 ← t 1 , . . . , a n ← t n ] denotes the substitution of replacing each leaf labeled a i by the tree t i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Context-free (cf) tree grammars are a natural generalization of cf grammars to trees (see, e.g., Section 15 in [13] ). A cf tree grammar G consists of ranked alphabets N and Σ of nonterminal and terminal symbols, respectively, of a start symbol (of rank zero), and of a finite set of productions of the form A(y 1 , . . . , y k ) → t. The right-hand side t of a production of the nonterminal A is a tree over nonterminal and terminal symbols and over the parameters in Y k which may appear at leaves, where k is the rank of A, i.e., t ∈ T N ∪Σ (Y k ). Sentential forms are trees s, s in T N ∪Σ and s ⇒ G s if s is obtained from s by replacing a subtree A(s 1 , . . . , s k ) by the tree t[y 1 ← s 1 , . . . , y k ← s k ] where t is the right-hand side of an A-production. Thus, the parameters are used to indicate where to glue the subtrees of a nonterminal, when applying a production to it. The language generated by G is {s ∈ T Σ | S ⇒ * G s}. Note that a parameter can cause copying (if it appears more than once in a rhs) or deletion (if it does not appear). For example, the cf tree grammar with productions S → A(a), A(y 1 ) → A(c(y 1 , y 1 )), A(y 1 ) → y 1 generates the language of all full binary trees over the binary symbol c and the constant symbol a.
A cf tree grammar is regular if all nonterminals have rank 0. It is straight-line (for short, SL) if each nonterminal A has exactly one production (with right-hand side denoted rhs(A)) and the nonterminals can be ordered as A 1 , . . . , A n in such a way that rhs(A i ) has no occurrences of A j for j ≤ i (such an order is called "SL order"). Thus, an SL cf tree grammar can be defined by a tuple (N, Σ, rhs) where N is ordered and rhs is a mapping from N to right-hand sides. A cf tree grammar is linear if for every production A(y 1 , . . . , y k ) → t, each parameter y i occurs at most once in t.
In the sequel we use SLT grammar to stand for "SL linear cf tree grammar".
The BPLEX Algorithm
Grammar-based tree compression means to find a small grammar that generates a given tree. The size of such a grammar can be considerably smaller than the size of the tree, depending on the grammar formalism chosen. For example, finding the smallest regular tree grammar that generates a given tree t can be done in (amortized) linear time, and the resulting grammar is isomorphic to the minimal DAG of the tree. The minimal regular tree grammar G t is also straight-line (any grammar that generates exactly one element can be turned into an SL grammar). The initial input to our compression algorithm BPLEX is the grammar G t : BPLEX takes an arbitrary SL regular tree grammar as input and outputs a (smaller) SLT grammar. As mentioned in the Introduction, moving from regular to cf tree grammars corresponds to generalizing the sharing of common subtrees to the sharing of arbitrary tree patterns (connected subgraphs of a tree). The basic idea of the algorithm is to find tree patterns that appear more than once in the input grammar (in a non-overlapping way), and to replace them by new nonterminals that generate the corresponding patterns. We call this technique multiplexing because multiple occurrences of the replaced patterns are represented only once in the output. The order in which the algorithm scans the nodes in the right-hand sides of the input grammar corresponds to scanning the generated tree bottom up; for this reason, the algorithm is called BPLEX (for bottom-up multiplexing).
BPLEX (see Fig. 2 ) takes as input an SL regular tree grammar G and three parame- ters specifying (1) the maximum number K N of nodes and productions that are examined when computing patterns matching at a given node, (2) the maximum size K S of a new pattern, and (3) the maximum rank K R of a new pattern. If A 1 , . . . , A l are the nonterminals of G (in SL order) and G is an SLT grammar containing these nonterminals, then < l G indicates the ordering over all nodes of rhs G (A 1 ),. . . , rhs G (A l ) obtained by scanning rhs G (A l ) through rhs G (A 1 ), each in postorder, and z is the current position with respect to this ordering. At each step, BPLEX computes a set of repeated matches by comparing the patterns occurring at z with the right-hand sides of the last K N productions of G with index greater than l, and a set of new matches by finding pairs of non-overlapping occurrences of patterns at z and at the K N most recently visited nodes (thus exploiting the well-known idea of a sliding window that appears e.g. in many implementations of the LZ77 compression scheme, cf. the discussion in Section 7). If at least one match is found, BPLEX performs the sharing that provides the highest size reduction for the grammar, it moves to the next node otherwise. If there is no next node, then it returns the current SLT grammar.
We now examine the algorithm in detail. We describe the progress of the computation through a sequence of configurations
, G i is an SLT grammar generating the uncompressed tree, and z i is an address (see below) denoting the node that is examined during the i-th iteration (the current node). G 1 = G is the input to the algorithm; G h is the output.
is denoted by the address z = (j, u), where u is the path to that node in the tree rhs Gi (A j ). If z is a node in V l Gi that is not the root of rhs Gi (A 1 ), then next(< l Gi , z) is the node following z in the order < l Gi . The starting address z 1 is the left-most leaf of rhs G1 (A l ) and the final address z h = (1, ε) is the root of rhs G h (A 1 ).
A tree pattern can be described by a tree with parameters at leaves (parameters denote connected subtrees that are not part of the pattern). Formally, a (tree) pattern p (of rank k) is a tree in which each y ∈ Y k occurs exactly once. Given a tree t and a node u of t, the pattern p matches t in u if there are trees t 1 , . . . , t k and a pattern p isomorphic to p such that t/u = p Θ where Θ is the substitution 
there is no possibility to extend m , m to matches of some larger common pattern). Given a grammar G with nonterminals A 1 , . . . , A h and
is the match of p in z = (j, u), then z is the address of m in G.
The replacement of patterns is defined as follows. Let G be an SLT grammar, p a pattern of rank k with a corresponding production A(y 1 , . . . , y k ) → p in G, and We now discuss how the size of an SLT grammar changes when occurrences of a tree pattern are replaced by a nonterminal that generates the pattern. The size of a tree (without parameters) is its number of edges. Since the SLT grammars that are generated by BPLEX have the property that all k parameters of a nonterminal appear exactly once in the right-hand side of its rule, and in the order y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k , we do not need to explicitly represent the parameters as nodes of the tree. Hence, we do not count the edges to parameters; thus in general, for a tree t, size(t) is defined as |E(t)| − |E y (t)| where E y (t) are the edges to parameters in t. For a tree grammar G, size(G) is the sum of sizes of the right-hand sides of the productions of G. Clearly,
If prod is not in G already then the size of the grammar add(G, prod) obtained by adding prod to G is size(G) + size(rhs(prod)).
Let us turn our attention to the computation of pattern sets. At stage i, BPLEX computes the set RepM(G i , z i , K N ) of all matches in z i of patterns that are isomorphic to some right-hand side rhs Gi (A j ) for l < j ≤ l i , l i − j < K N . This computation considers at most K N productions of index greater than l. Note that one can check whether p = rhs Gi (A j ) matches G i in z i in at most size(p) ≤ K S steps by comparing the two trees top-down and binding parameters of p to descendants of z i . The total cost of computing RepM(G i , z i , K N ) is bounded by K N × K S because (see below) a production with index j > l has size at most K S .
BPLEX also computes the set NewM( The set NewM(G i , z i , K N , K S , K R ) can be computed by comparing top-down the tree rooted at z i with trees rooted at nodes preceding z i . Since the computation stops whenever it encounters a pattern that is larger than K S , the cost of computing NewM(
, then the match is replaced by the right-hand side of the corresponding production. If m ∈ NewM(G i , z i , K N , K S , K R ), BPLEX adds a production A → p m to the grammar, with A = fresh(G i , rank(p m )), and replaces the matches m, c m by A. In both cases, the size of the grammar is reduced by size(p m ). If no matches are found, BPLEX tries to move the address z i to the next node with respect to the order < l Gi . The linearity of BPLEX derives from the fact that, for an input grammar G, the loop cannot be executed more than 2 × |G| times (each run through the loop either moves the address forward or reduces the size of the grammar), and from the fact that the sets RepM(G i , z i , K N ) and NewM(G i , z i , K N , K S , K R ) can be computed in constant time. Note that each nonterminal in the output grammar has rank at most K R (see also Section 6). Finally, note that the indices of nonterminals in the generated grammars do not reflect the SL order; in the examples we have renamed nonterminals to indicate an SL order.
We now illustrate the computation of BPLEX on the regular tree grammar on the left of Fig. 1 . BPLEX does not perform any sharing in the third and second production; it then scans the first production. When the highest d is encountered (ad-dress (1, 2)) a match m of pattern d(C, y 1 ) is found, together with a companion c m matching in (1, 2.2.2 ). This has size 1 and is chosen for replacement. The new nonterminal D of rank 1 is added to the grammar together with production D(y 1 ) → d (C, y 1 ) , and the two matches are replaced so that the first production becomes S → c (C, D(c(C, D(C))) ). The new pattern rhs(D) does not match the new grammar in z = (1, 2) and no pairs of new matches are found either. Therefore z is changed to the root of the S production (z = (1, ε) ). Here, the right-hand side of D does not match, while the maximal pattern c (C, D(y 1 )) matches in (1, ε) and in (1, 2.1 D(y 1 )) , and the matches are replaced by E, producing the output grammar shown in Fig. 3 . Both this grammar and the cf tree grammar on the right of Fig. 1 have size , a) , c(a, a)))))}.
7.
Note that BPLEX has not detected pattern p = c(C, d(C, y 1 )) appearing in Fig. 1 , because the smaller pattern d(C, y 1 ) is replaced before p has been scanned completely.
XML Compression using BPLEX
In this section we explain how BPLEX can be used to generate a small representation of the tree structure of an XML document. This tree structure can be conveniently modeled as unranked or binary tree. While BPLEX performs (almost) equally well in both models, this is not the case for the minimal DAG.
An XML document is a sequential representation of a nested list structure. As mentioned in the Introduction, there are different data models for XML, which vary in their sizes. For example, DOM trees contain bidirectional pointers between a node and its children, its parent node, and its direct left and right sibling; the resulting size is approximately 4-5 times more than the size of the original XML document. Another data model are (ordered) unranked trees which are like DOM trees, but without pointers between siblings. As an example, consider the following XML document skeleton (i.e., without data values). <agenda> <person><name/><street/></person> . . . <person><name/><street/></person>    5 times </agenda> An (ordered) unranked tree representation of this XML document consists of a root node labeled agenda which has associated with it an array of five pointers, each to a node labeled person which in turn has an array of two pointers to nodes labeled name and street, respectively. For each pointer to a child node we can additionally also keep the inverse pointer from the child to its parent node. This doubles the number of pointers in the representation. Our investigations are independent of this choice: we always count in number of edges (these numbers have to be multiplied by the implementation cost of an edge, which possibly involves the cost of two pointers). The size of the unranked tree representation of the above XML document is 15 edges.
The BPLEX algorithm works on (ranked) trees; it is well-known that every unranked tree can be turned into a binary ranked tree without changing the number of edges: delete all edges to non-first children, and add a (second child) edge from any node to its next sibling. Note that a leaf (resp. the last sibling) in the unranked tree has no left (resp. no right) child edge in the binary tree representation; this is denoted by the superscript 2 (resp. 1), and by 0 for a last sibling leaf. In Fig. 4 child edges of person-nodes drawn horizontally). As before, we first turn a (ranked) tree into its minimal DAG, represented as a regular tree grammar, and then apply BPLEX to the grammar. In our example, the corresponding regular tree grammar has the three productions S → agenda 1 (person(A, person(A, person(A, person(A, person 1 (A)))))), A → name 2 (B), B → street 0 and its size is 11. Consider the S-production of this grammar. Its right-hand side contains four occurrences of the pattern p = person(A, y 1 ). Thus, given a production C(y 1 ) → person(A, y 1 ), each of the occurrences can be replaced by the nonterminal C. However, there is one further occurrence of a similar pattern p = person 1 (A), which can be obtained by removing the parameter y 1 from the pattern p. Note that, since A is a first child in p, removing y 1 changes person into person 1 . In general, we allow a nonterminal K of rank m to appear with any rank 0 ≤ r ≤ m in the right-hand sides of productions, provided it is indicated which parameters are to be deleted; in the implementation, missing parameters are marked by a special "empty tree marker". With this "overloading" semantics of productions in mind, BPLEX turns the above regular tree grammar into:
In this grammar, the D-production generates copies along a path of the binary tree. Repeated applications of such copying productions cause exponential size increase. In this way, the size of the input grammar can, in certain cases, be reduced exponentially. Consider our example, but now with 10000 person entries (thus, a binary tree with 30000 edges). The corresponding minimal regular tree grammar G 10000 has size 20001 while BPLEX outputs the following grammar of size 20: (A 3 (y 1 )) . . .
In this grammar, the symbol A 13 generates the tree person(name(street, y 1 )). More generally, for j = 1, . . . , 13, A j generates a chain with 2 13−j occurrences of this pattern and one parameter y 1 at the end of the chain. It is easy to see that S generates the correct tree with 10000 person entries.
Unranked DAGs with Multiplicities
Before presenting experimental results with BPLEX, we discuss its relation to another tree compression method that has been applied to XML. Recall that we applied BPLEX to the minimal regular tree grammar of a binary tree representation of an unranked tree. An unranked tree has itself a unique minimal DAG (minimal regular tree grammar) which can be obtained in the same way as for ranked trees. However, the size of the minimal DAG of an unranked tree can be different from the one of the minimal DAG of its binary representation! In most cases the minimal unranked DAG is smaller than the binary one. The reason is that chains of second child edges in the binary tree become sibling subtrees in the unranked tree. To see this, consider the binary tree in Fig 4. Clearly, its minimal DAG has only one copy of the subtree name 2 (street) and hence has only 11 edges. On the other hand, the minimal DAG of the corresponding unranked tree has only one copy of the subtree person(name, street) and therefore has only 7 edges. As an example of a binary tree with a minimal DAG that is smaller than the one of the corresponding unranked tree, consider the unranked tree t u = u(p (x, b, c, b, c), p(y, b, c, b, c), p(z, b, c, b, c) ). Its minimal unranked DAG has 18 edges, but the minimal binary DAG has only 12, because only one copy of the subtree b 2 (c 2 (b 2 (c 0 ))) appears. In fact, the size of the minimal DAG representation can even be further reduced by using "multiplicity" counters for consecutive equal subtrees [3] . Then the DAG for the unranked tree of the agenda-example can be represented using only 3 edges, or equivalently, by an (unranked) regular tree grammar with multiplicity counters and productions A → agenda([5]P ), P → person(name, street).
Of course, multiplicity counters take up space, but following Koch et al. this space is neglected (similar to the fact that we do not count edges to parameters in cf tree grammars, see Section 3). Thus, BPLEX produces the grammar dsiplayed on the previous page, which is smaller (size 6) than the minimal DAG of the unranked tree (size 7), but such a minimal DAG has a smaller representation (size 3) when multiplicity counters are added. From now on, we call this DAG representation for an unranked tree its mDAG (minimal DAG with multiplicities). Such representation can easily be turned into a regular tree grammar with the same size that generates the binary representation of the original unranked tree. This grammar also contains multiplicity counters at nodes, which are expanded to chains of nodes. We implemented a version of BPLEX which works on such grammars (and does not change the multiplicity counters). As it turns out, only in a few cases we obtained small improvements over BPLEX on the binary regular tree grammar corresponding to the minimal DAG. Thus, the advantage of counters is compensated for, by the ability of BPLEX to exponentially compress chains of nodes. On a few files, the minimal binary DAG was even smaller than the mDAG, due to similar chains as in the tree t u of above; cf. in Tab. 1 the two catalog files and the file NCBI gene.chr1.
Experimental Results
We implemented BPLEX in C using gcc and the Expat XML parsing library (see http://expat.sourceforge.net/). See http://bplex.sourceforge.net/ for a preliminary version of BPLEX. Our experiments were done on a Pentium 3Ghz running Linux. We tested BPLEX on three different sets of XML documents. The first one contains documents used in [3] : SwissProt (protein data), DBLP (a bibliographic database), Treebank (a linguistic database), and 1998statistics (baseball statistics). The second set contains XML documents generated by XBench [29] , and the third contains documents from the Japanese Single Nucleotide Polymorphism database (see http://snp.ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp). Table 1 shows for each document the size of its tree structure (in number of edges) together with the sizes in three different representations. The minimal unranked DAG (with multiplicities) is consistently smaller than the minimal binary DAG. The smallest sizes are generated by BPLEX, ranging between 0.1% and 21% of the original tree structure; they were obtained by running BPLEX with large input parameters (window size 30.000, maximal pattern size 20, maximal rank 10). Only late we were informed by the authors of [3] that their DAG compression does not perform well on the medical bibliographies of medline; note, this is the only example in the table for which a binary DAG is slightly smaller than the mDAG. As seen in the last entry of the table, BPLEX performs surprisingly well on medline.
We also implemented a version of BPLEX that runs on unranked trees, instead of binary trees. The results are not shown in the table, because, roughly, they are the same as BPLEX on binary encodings. This means that tree compression by BPLEX is not sensible to un-/rankedness of the input. This is interesting, because, as shown in the previous section, this is not true for tree compression by DAGs.
Claim. BPLEX is unsensible to unrankedness/bin.-encoding of input.
Performance Recall from Fig. 2 the three parameters of BPLEX: the window size K N , the maximal rank K R of a pattern, and the maximal size K S of a pattern. Our experiments show that the algorithm performs well with small values of K R and K S and that values above 5 and 10 respectively do not increase compression anymore. The main factor for good compression is the window size. BPLEX achieves best compression with a window size of > 100; values above 20, 000 do not change compression. Our current implementation runs slow on large window sizes, requiring several hours to obtain the results shown in Tab. 1. This is mainly due to the way in which matches of patterns are found and recorded; the part of the program should be improved in the future. Interestingly, even with a small window size, BPLEX already compresses considerably better than binary DAGs and unranked mDAGs. If we use K N = K R = K S = 3 then all our examples compress in less than one minute; compression rates are SwissProt 4.1%, Treebank 34%, and dictionary-01 12%. It remains to test on a real machine the impact of our compression wrt the total memory consumption for an XML document in main memory.
Algorithms on SLT Grammars
SLT grammars are well suited to efficiently represent XML documents. Consider now a grammar in memory which represents a large XML document. How can we process the XML tree, without decompressing the grammar? Any read access like, e.g., reading the label of the root node, or moving along an edge from one node to another, can be realized on the grammar representation with an additional per-step overhead of at most the size h of the grammar [19] . Additionally, a stack of height at most h must be maintained at all times. Thus, the price to be payed for having a small representation that can be accessed without decompression, is a slow down for each read operation. For some special applications, however, it is possible to eliminate the slow-down, or to even achieve speed ups. In this section we investigate such applications.
XML Type Validation
The first application we consider is XML type validation: an XML document represented by an SL cf tree grammar should be validated against an XML type. There are several formalisms for describing XML types, with varying expressiveness, e.g., DTDs, XML Schema, or RELAX NG. All of these can conveniently be modeled by the regular tree languages [23] , a classical concept well known from formal language theory [13] . Our first result states that XML type checking can be done in time linear in the size of the grammar G, if the maximal number of parameters m is fixed. The involved constant depends on the size of the XML type definition, and on the maximal number m of parameters of the nonterminals in G; in fact, m appears as an exponent. In BPLEX, m is controlled by the input parameter K R . Practical experiments show that small values of m already achieve competitive compression ratios; in fact, we observed that for all the files shown in Tab. 1 taking K R bigger than 10 does not improve the compression anymore. It can therefore be assumed that m is very small with respect to the size of G. As formal model for regular tree languages we use (deterministic bottom-up finite) tree automata. Such an automaton can be defined by a tuple A = (Q, Σ, {δ σ } σ∈Σ , F ) where Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a ranked alphabet, δ σ : Q k → Q for σ ∈ Σ of rank k, and F ⊆ Q is a set of final states. The transition function δ of A is extended to trees over Σ in the usual way: δ(σ(t 1 , . . . , t k )) = δ σ (δ(t 1 ), . . . , δ(t k )) for σ ∈ Σ of rank k and t 1 , . . . , t k ∈ T Σ . The language accepted by A is {s ∈ T Σ | δ(s) ∈ F }. The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in the Appendix. Note that in [18] it is shown already that the problem of Theorem 1 is PSPACE-complete. The intention of the proof above was to present a more efficient algorithm. Note further that in order to use Theorem 1 in the context of XML types, the corresponding type definition has to first be transformed into a (deterministic bottom-up finite) tree automaton. If the type is given as DTD or as XML Schema, then the transformation into a deterministic tree automaton can be done in time linear in the size of the representation; the reason is that these formalisms are deterministic: there is only one rule per nonterminal, and the regular expressions which are used in right-hand sides are also deterministic (which implies that the corresponding Glushkov automaton is deterministic and can be constructed in time linear in the size of the expression). Hence, the algorithm of the proof of Theorem 1 is highly practical for DTDs and XML Schemas. For RELAX NG (which employs full regular tree languages) it might be less practical, because the size of the corresponding deterministic tree automaton can be exponential in the size of the representation r. However, if the SL cf tree grammar is linear (=SLT, which it is, if it was produced by BPLEX), then Theorem 1 can be extended to the case that the automaton B is nondeterministic: the Ψ A are now functions from Q k to 2 Q , where k is the rank of A; they are computed by checking for every state p and states p 1 , . . . , p k of B whether there is a run on rhs(A n )[y 1 ← p 1 , . . . , y k ← p k ] arriving in p. Thus the problem can be solved in time O(s m+1 × |G|).
Equality Test
Consider two SL cf tree grammars G 1 and G 2 . Is it possible to test whether both G 1 and G 2 generate the same tree t, without fully uncompressing the grammars, i.e., without deriving the tree t? More precisely, we are interested in the time complexity of testing equivalence of G 1 and G 2 . In the string case, i.e., if G 1 , G 2 are SL cf string grammars, then the problem can be solved in polynomial time with respect to the sum of the sizes of G 1 and G 2 [25] . The proof relies on the fact that, for an SL cf string grammar G (in Chomsky nf) of size n, the length of the string derivable from a nonterminal of G is ≤ 2 n , and therefore can be stored in n bits. Since basic operations (comparing, addition, subtraction, multiplication, etc.) on such numbers work in polynomial time with respect to n, we can compute in polynomial time the length of the word generated by any nonterminal of G. Since in the tree case this property does not hold anymore (because the size of t generated by an SL cf tree grammar of size n can be 2 2 n ) it looks unlikely that the equivalence problem can also be solved by an algorithm running in polynomial time. In fact, we do not know whether such an algorithm exists. The following theorem shows that the problem can be solved using polynomial space, and hence in exponential time. On the other hand, if the grammars G 1 , G 2 are linear, then they can be transformed into SL cf string grammars generating a depth-first left-to-right traversal of the corresponding tree; then, the result of [25] can be used to show that in this case testing equivalence can be done in polynomial time. The proof of Theorem 2 can be found in the Appendix. 
Related Work
There are succinct pointer-less representations of trees, see, e.g., [14] . In this way, an n-node tree can be represented by 2n + o(n) bits, while allowing O(1) time for most read operations on a tree [12] . In the context of XML, pointer-less tree representations can, e.g., be found in XPRESS [22] : label paths in an XML document are encoded by real number intervals following an arithmetic encoding; this allows to run path queries directly on the compressed instance. This method is typically applied directly to XML documents on the file system. While XPRESS has smaller query evaluation times than other systems working on compressed XML files (like, e.g., XGrind [28] ), it is unclear how well it compares to other approaches (like ours) when documents are loaded into memory. It is also possible to use strings to represent XML trees in memory [30] ; their experiments show that this offers good compression, while still being able to query efficiently the representation. XQueC uses a queriable XML representation that is based on compression of data values [1] . An advanced implementation which basically uses DAG sharing together with compression of data values is presented in [8] ; their results are convincing, which strengthens belief in our approach, because replacing DAG sharing by SLT grammars should immediately improve their system.
Consider now the problem of finding the smallest cf string grammar for a given string. This problem is NP-complete and various approximation algorithms have been studied [16] . In particular, the size of the smallest cf grammar is lower bounded by the size of the smallest LZ77 representation of the string (when the size of the sliding window is unbounded) [4, 27] . The question arises whether a similar result holds in the tree case. But for trees it is unclear how an efficient LZ77 representation would look like. The problem is how to specify tree prefixes that have appeared before [7] . In [27] a technique to decrease the size of an SL cf grammar is presented; the idea is to change the grammar in such a way that its derivation trees become balanced trees, in the sense of AVL trees. This technique gives good compression ratios, when applied to an SL cf grammar obtained from the minimal LZ77 representation of the string. Even though there is no obvious way to extend LZ77 to trees, it might be possible to apply the technique of [27] to SL cf tree grammars. Another variation of LempelZiv compression, known as LZ78, can more readily be extended to trees. For LZ78 on strings, new patterns are composed by adding a letter to already existing patterns. A pattern is specified as a pair (i, a) where i is the index of a previous pattern and a is a letter; the case i = 0 represents the one-letter pattern a. In this scheme the string abbbaabbabbb is compressed to (0, a)(0, b)(2, b)(1, a)(3, a) (3, b) . Thus, the pair (2, b) is the concatenation bb of b (the second pattern) and b, and similarly (3, a) represents bba. The LZ78 encoding has a natural interpretation as an SL cf string grammar (see e.g. [16] ). LZ78 can be extended to trees by using a dictionary of tree patterns where, during a top-down scan of the input tree, new patterns are obtained from existing ones by appending subpatterns at parameter positions; in the simplest case, only a one-node subpattern is appended. Such a technique is presented in [5] ; other variations, each using a different method for extending the patterns, are presented in [6] . In [5] no experimental results are provided. In [6] the proposed algorithms are applied to term compression, and the best performance is a size reduction to about 50% of the original. It remains to be investigated how these techniques perform on XML documents.
In [10] it was shown that evaluation of Core XPath queries on DAGs is PSPACE complete. Recently we have shown that this result can be extended to linear SL cf tree grammars; this means that, while achieving better compression than DAGs by using BPLEX, the complexity of evaluating a Core XPath still remains the same for outputs of BPLEX as it is for DAGs.
Conclusions and Future Work
A linear time algorithm was presented that transforms a given tree into a small SLT grammar. The algorithm can be used to "compress" the tree structure of an XML document into a highly efficient memory representation. The representation preserves the basic tree operations and can be accessed via DOM (using an appropriate proxy). On average, the size of a compressed instance is one half of the size of the minimal unique DAG of the tree, which in turn is about 1/10 of the size of the original tree [3] . Some problems can, under certain conditions, even be solved more efficiently on the compressed instances than on conventional tree presentations; in particular we considered (1) validation against XML types and (2) testing equality of documents. In [18] we considered XQuery evaluation. It remains to implement these ideas and test how well they behave on practical queries. To further increase memory efficiency, our representation could be combined with a (mild) compression of data values (e.g., similar to the one of [1] ). It is also possible to directly keep results of queries in compressed format; this idea has been considered for DAG compression and a fragment of XQuery [2] . It also has been considered for compression by SLT grammars, and macro tree transducers as query formalism [19] . It is not difficult to change BPLEX to take arbitrary SL cf tree grammars as input; in this way it might be possible to achieve further compression by running BPLEX on its on output.
Several recent programming languages allow to process XML documents via pattern matching constructs. Such constructs are compiled into automata which carry out the matching in the document. It seems straightforward to extend this compilation to automata which directly work on SLT grammars. In this way an efficient XML query evaluator is obtained because XQueries and XSLTs can be translated to pattern matching statements. In this context, other optimization might become important (e.g. lazy sequences [11] ).
